TURNING SELF-DOUBT
INTO SALES
COURSE MODULES

01
LET'S DO THIS

THE EVOLUTION IS NOW...

LET'S GET
SPECIFIC

#1 DEFINE YOUR DREAMS

Why creating a clear vision for your
business speeds up the creation process
of your success. Create a vision
that gives you shivers. One that scares
and excites you in equal amounts. A
vision that allows you to be paid what
you’re worth, enjoy a level of freedom
and purpose you’ve never experienced
before and allows you to give the
absolute best to those you love, to
yourself and your community. A vision
that inspires you daily to take action.
This module is the springboard for the
programme and your success.

#2 EGO MIND VS. HIGHER MIND
Understand the constant interaction
between these two and learn to unlock
that part of you that holds you in
ultimate flow in business and life. Learn
the truth of who you are and what you’re
really capable of - the source of all pure
potential.

#3 UNLOCK YOUR SALES MINDSET
Learn the #1 thing that gets in the way of
you and your sales success. We’ll be unravelling
old unhelpful sales beliefs and learning the truth
about sales and your ability to sell like a
Goddess, naturally. Develop a new perspective
on sales that will empower and excite you.

#4 UNDERSTANDING YOUR CLIENT
Before you can solve, you have to understand the
problem you’re solving and the outcome your
client is looking to achieve.
Learn the difference between surface and root
problems and the #1 reason why most clients will
say no, if you haven’t covered off this vital
sales element.
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#5 LEARN THE SIMPLE 6-STEP SALES
PROCESS
Your Lead Generation System: creating a
never-ending pipeline of leads
Connection Calls: the gateway to getting
courageously visible and getting your
network to network for you!
Discovery Calls: six simple steps to
guiding your prospect though a sales
conversation naturally and the magic
ingredient that will automatically put you
ahead of your competitors
The Pitch and Overcoming Objections: the
pitfalls of pitching and the 3 hidden
objections you have to watch out for, to
give you the best chance of yes
Asking for the Order: a small yet crucial
and significant request. How to do it right
so you hear ‘yes’ more consistently
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#6 THE 5 MOST COMMON
LIMITING SALES BELIEFS
Spot these and stop them in
their tracks!

#7 WHAT IS SELF-DOUBT AND
IMPOSTER SYNDROME?
...and how to overcome it each time it
arises. (Spoiler alert: you can’t
eliminate it – different level, same
devil - it’s a very natural emotion).
But you’ll learn how to
recognise it and move through it,
rather than letting it turn you into an
ice- sculpture out of ‘Frozen’.
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#8 DETACHING FROM THE
OUTCOME
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Using this Universal Law to
accelerate your growth
process, results and
experience more ease and
fun in business.
Learn why uncertainty is the
best place to be in to create
significant results and by
this stage of the programme,
you’ll be welcoming it!

#9 THE BENEFITS
OF JOURNALING
Free yourself from
unconscious patterns
that may be creating
conditioned behaviour,
delivering stale, harmful
results. Learn a process
that can be easily
integrated into your weekly
routine, that will allow you
to connect with your Higher
Mind and be guided to take
inspired action that will
ensure your next level
growth.

#10 UPGRADE YOUR MONEY
CONSCIOUSNESS
Uncover any money
thoughts that may be
slowing down or limiting
your sales success. See
money for what it really
is and learn to create
unlimited wealth with
effortless ease.

*Please note, sessions are delivered intuitively in order of what I feel is most helpful for the group
and your collective and individual needs throughout the programme.

Are you ready to turn self-doubt into sales?

